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One of the most serious malfunctions of today's electric power grid is the blackout. A blackout is a phenomenon of cascading failures in power grids that may disrupt a substantial portion of power grids, causing large economic losses and impacting on human life. Due to the complexity involved in the modelling of the power grid to understand the basic principles leading to blackouts and ways to control it, research on this topic has attracted the attention of not only engineers but also scientists. In this paper, we study the blackout phenomena resulting from the synchronisation collapse in the generators, by considering a practical phase-oscillator model, which allows one to simultaneously incorporate different types of power sources and loads. We propose two smart control strategies (SCS), one for traditional power grids in which the control of a generator is solely based on its local state and another one for smart grids in which a generator is controlled based on the information about the state of other relevant components of the grids. The control strategies aim to show the active influence on the dynamics of smart grids from the fast-response energy storage systems, which provides an innovative approach to mitigate and predict blackouts in smart grids and to build up a robuster and more economic power system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The electrical infrastructure plays a vital significant role in the modern society. The blackout, a phenomenon of cascading failures in power grids, is a comprehensive, complicated and fast-evolving process caused by different reasons.
1-3 For example, the blackout of the U.S. 7, 8 A great deal of attention from both the engineers 9-14 and physicists [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] has recently been drawn to study the blackouts by considering both traditional and smart grids, aiming at finding the most unifying and fundamental reasons for such events. Some works [21] [22] [23] proposed advanced control strategies to prevent these events. Yet, despite these efforts, blackouts are still occurring since power grids are complicated self-organised critical systems [24] [25] [26] experiencing inevitable and diverse levels of disturbances. The adverse influence of a blackout tends to increase, since the modern power grids are expanding with more interconnections among different areas and countries, 27 making the research for blackout more necessary.
The collapse of frequency synchronisation (FS) in power systems is one of the main causes behind these catastrophic events. Collapsing FS is mainly caused by the imbalance of active power between generators and loads. 28, 29 In a normal operating state, the active power generation and consumption must be timely equal regardless of the power loss in the system. Otherwise, some components of the power grid are tripped due to overload resulting in a disconnection between these components and the main network. A loss of components, such as generators, aggravates the imbalance of active power, which may cause a FS collapse.
In this paper, we discuss the blackout scenarios resulting from an FS collapse, by considering a practical model. Comparing to the Kuramoto-like model 30 and the swing equation, 31 our model allows one to study power grids by simultaneously considering different types of power sources and different types of consumers. We put forward two smart control strategies to avoid it. One smart control strategy is designed for the traditional power grids in which a generator is controlled based on its own state and another one is for smart grids based on a communication network, which is able to timely collect and exchange information about the state of the network among some important components of power grids. For the latter control strategy, the behaviour of the controlled power system allows us to predict the power energy that the remaining generators need, to prevent a blackout from happening due to a major failure caused by one generator. Our control strategies are based on distributed fast-response energy storage systems, which grant a positive motivation for the development of distributed renewable energy. Comparing to other works, [21] [22] [23] our control strategies can not only prevent a blackout from happening but also greatly decrease the requirement of backup power from generators to restore normal functioning of the power systems. Thus, this work also contributes towards the design and implementation of more resilient and economic power grids.
II. THE MODEL
We consider a power grid without power loss in the transmission lines. A reduced power grid can be obtained by the Kron reduction [32] [33] [34] that eliminates all of the junction nodes where the input power is equal to the output power [node 4 in Fig. 1(a) ]. Figure 1(b) shows the reduced power grid obtained from the one shown in Fig. 1(a) , using the Kron reduction method to eliminate node 4. In the reduced network, a load may share a node with a generator [node 1 in Fig. 1(b) ], or may occupy a separate node [node 5 in Fig. 1(b) ]. We use the elements of the index set I GL ¼ f1; …; N GL g to represent the labels for the nodes indicating generators [node 2 in Fig. 1(b) ] or the nodes shared by a generator and a load [node 1 in Fig. 1(b) ], the elements of the index set I DL ¼ fN GL þ 1; …; Ng to denote the labels for the nodes indicating DC sources (e.g., solar power) connected by the DC/AC inverters [node 3 in Fig. 1(b) ], or the nodes indicating loads occupying separate nodes [node 5 in Fig. 1(b) ], and the elements of the index set I N ¼ f1; …; Ng to indicate the labels for all nodes in a reduced power grid.
The model of the power grid is given by Eqs.
(1) and (2). The generator is modelled by the swing equation, 31 namely,
where H i is the phase angle of node i, 
where for a DC source, P DL;i > 0 is the nominal power source, 1=D i is the droop-slope of the droop controller of the DC/AC inverter; for a load occupying a separate node, P DL;i < 0 is a constant power load, D i > 0 and D i _ H i is a part of frequencydependent load.
We apply a rotating frame for the models in Eqs.
(1) and (2) by letting h i ¼ H i À X n t and x i ¼ X i À X n , where X n ¼ 2pf n is the natural angular frequency, and f n ¼ 50Hz or 60 Hz is the natural frequency of the power grid. The natural angular frequency becomes x n ¼ 0 in the rotating frame, then Eqs. (1) and (2) become 
a ij sin h ij ; 8i 2 I DL ; 8j 2 I N ;
where
; if
. Equation (3) describes a power grid of a coupled phaseoscillator network which contains both traditional AC power plants and renewable power sources connected by DC/AC converters, and includes both users connected to distribution networks and consumers powered directly by power plants. This model actually can be treated as a transformation of the structure-preserving model (the SP model) proposed in Ref. 36 . A steady state of the power grid corresponds to a FS state of Eq. (3), defined by
Summing the first and third equations, which are related to power transmission in Eq. (3) for all i, we have
In a steady state, the power system operates at an equilibrium point, and all nodes are in frequency synchronisation with _ h eq i ¼ x eq i ¼ x n ¼ 0, implying the "imbalance power" between generators and loads to be zero, namely,
This means that the power produced by generators is equal to that consumed by loads in a steady state. Blackout process: Assume that at t ¼ t 0 there is a loss of a high-capacity generator with label m 2 I GL , i.e., T G;m suddenly becomes 0 from a large positive value, such that dT < 0. The stored kinetic energy in the rotors of all remaining generators are then released to balance the power between generators and consumers, resulting in the deceleration of the speed of rotors, i.e., a drop of the angular frequencies x i from 0. In order to maintain the stability of the system, the remaining generators need to provide additional power, such that dT returns to 0 and all x i also returns to 0. The power system then reaches a new steady state. The regulation process of the output power in a generator can be controlled by its active power regulating system, which is described by
where K i > 0 is the regulation constant of generator i that can be manually set, and x i indicates the frequency deviation from 0 for node i in the dynamic process. Equation (6) can represent either the turbine governor system or the energy storage system in power grids. The mechanism of this control is that when dT < 0 ð> 0Þ, the angular speed of the generator rotors, x i decreases (increases) due to the release (accumulation) of kinetic energy in the rotors. This leads to a negative (positive) x i , which, according to Eq. (6), forces T G;i to increase (decrease) by automatically turning up (down) the flow rate of steam into the turbine. Thus, more (less) energy is provided by prime movers. The adjusting power from prime movers accelerates (decelerates) the rotors to balance the generation power and consumption power. Finally, x i returns to 0, dT becomes 0 as well, and the whole system reaches a new steady state. By providing such a negative feedback to the system, this control enhances the stability of the system around its equilibrium point. Traditionally, the turbine governor system needs long time to adjust the flow rate of steam due to the mechanical inertia of machines. However, some new energy storage systems are developed nowadays, 37, 38 such as large battery arrays, solar farms, and the storage systems in wind farms, to provide faster response to the frequency change and quickly provide supplementary power into the system to help it to reach a new steady state. In this paper, we assume all the energy storage systems in power plants are fast-response systems.
When the system loses generator m, the angular frequencies of the remaining generators fluctuate, and these generators provide supplementary power according to Eq. A loss of one more generator results in larger disturbance of the whole system and more power requirement from other generators. This leads more generators to be tripped due to overload. Such a cascading failure may lead to a FS collapse, resulting in a blackout in the power grid, i.e., the loss of all generators. The backup-power capacity of generator i is defined by
where T eq G;i is the value of T G;i when the system gets into a steady state, namely, a frequency synchronisation state among all phase-oscillators described in Eq. (3). We define the power ratio, g i , to indicate the ratio between the power supplemented by generator i and its output power in the steady state before t 0 by 
and
represent the maximum and minimum values that g i can assume, respectively. We simply set g We use the IEEE 39 bus system to show how blackout happens and how g max i affects the behaviour of the system. The IEEE 39 bus system, also known as the New-England Power System, includes 10 generators, 2 loads sharing nodes with generators, 17 loads occupying separate nodes, and 12 junction nodes. Appendix provides the topology and the data required in numerical experiments for this system. By Kron reduction, [32] [33] [34] we eliminate the junction nodes and obtain a system with 27 nodes. In the simulation, we only consider the frequency collapse as the reason of a blackout, by manually setting an ideal environment which is obtained by neglecting the effects of other reasons. For instance, we assume that all power lines are strong enough and have sufficient capacities to transfer the power flowing on them, and that there is enough reactive power provided by local reactive power suppliers to maintain the voltage level, 39 such that all coupling strengths (a ij ) remain unchanged in the simulation. This experimental environment is not 100% as real as that in the practical power grids, but it allows us to better understand the mechanism of the collapse of frequency synchronisation as a main reason of blackouts, and to develop the smart control strategies. We initiate the dynamic process by switching off generator 1 which has the maximum capacity at t ¼ 20s, i.e., forcing T ¼ 0:8; 8i 2 I GL . As shown in Fig. 2(e) , the generators are tripped one by one due to overload. Finally, at t ¼ 22:693 s, the system lose all generators and a FS collapse occurs [ Fig. 2(f) ].
III. SMART CONTROL A. Smart control I
As shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(e), when a generator is tripped due to overload, the g i of the remaining generators are still far away from the maximum limit, meaning that the remaining generators still possesses large amounts of backup power that can be used to restore the stability of the power grid. In order to efficiently use the backup power of every generator to avoid a blackout, we develop a smart control, which will greatly improve the robustness of power grids with less requirement of backup power for generators. For that, we change Eq. (6) into The utilisation ratio of the backup-power capacity of generator i is defined by Figure 3 and Table I show the numerical results for the IEEE 39 bus system with smart control I. Set g indicates a smaller backup-power capacity of generator i. At t ¼ 20s, we lose generator 1. With our control strategy, none of the remaining generators is tripped, although some of them have almost provided their full backup-power capacity (some r i % % 100% in Table I ), and the angular frequencies of all remaining generators return to 0 after some fluctuations [ Fig. 3(b) ]. This means that, by applying the smart control I, we avoid a blackout in the system with less backup-power capacity requirement for generators. Less backup-power capacity requirement greatly improves the economic side of power systems.
B. Smart control II
The smart control I is easily implemented because x i and a i can be locally measured or calculated for every generator. However, the drawback of the smart control I is that some of the generators nearly reach their maximum output limits (some r i % % 100% in Table I ), reserving no extra power for engineers to impose any further manual control with these generators and leaving these generators at a dangerous critical state. Next, we propose an improved smart control based on the smart grid technology to tackle this problem. With the fast development of smart grids, it becomes possible to timely measure and exchange the information (e.g., x i ) among different nodes in a power network by a separate network layerthe communication network. 14, 40 To utilise the communication network, we change Eq. (6) into
:¼ maxfT b;i ji 2 I GL g indicating the maximum backup-power capacity among all generators, and
x ¼ P N i¼1 c i x i = P N i¼1 c i with c i indicating the importance level of node i. We set c i ¼ 1 if node i is a generator, a large capacity DC source, or an important load which is sensitive to frequency change, and c i ¼ 0 if the information of node i is unavailable or node i is not important (e.g., a normal load).
Smart control II improves the control performance by introducing the average angular frequency,
x, which embodies a teamwork principle, i.e., one generator lost, all the remaining generators supplement required power together, according to the change in the average angular frequency of some important nodes instead of according to their local angular frequencies. Furthermore, the new variable, b i , prompts generator i to provide power based on its backuppower capacity, T b;i . In other words, a generator with a larger backup-power capacity contributes more power to the power grid than the one with a smaller capacity. This is also an improvement compared to the smart control I in which the variable a i just limits the maximum output of generator i to ensure its non-overload. Figure 4 and Table II indicating g i for the nine remaining generators in Fig. 4 (a) merges into one and r i % % 97% for i ¼ 2; …; 10, as shown in Table II , meaning that all generators supplement power with the same ratio to their back-up power capacities. Finally, none of the remaining generators reaches their full output limits, and the frequencies finally return to 0 as shown in the subplot in Fig. 4(a) . In real power systems, g max i
is not strictly equal to g max j for i 6 ¼ j. Figure 4(b) shows the result for a more realistic case where g max i varies from 0.17 to 0.25 (shown in Table II ). In this case, r i % % 91% for i ¼ 2; …; 10 (shown in Table II ), meaning that all remaining generators still provide power with the same proportion to their own backup-power capacities, even though g max i is different. Our numerical experiments indicate that smart control II not only avoids a blackout but also prevents some generators from reaching their critical points, which greatly improves the stability and robustness of the IEEE 39 bus system. By comparing Figs. 2(a) and 4, we conclude that smart control II (Fig. 4) restrains oscillations on the curves of g. This means that, with the implementation of the smart control II, the remaining generators do not need to provide more power in the dynamic process than that required in the final steady state of the power system. Thus, the back-up power capacity of generators can be decreased by implementing smart control II.
In conclusion, smart control II improves the economic side of a power system, since in total less power is required to recover the power system from a dynamic state to a steady state. In other words, less back-up power capacity is required in the whole system in order to maintain its stable functioning. This helps engineers to reduce their budget when they design, build up, and extend a power grid by choosing the energy storage with a relatively smaller capacity.
IV. PREDICTING BLACKOUTS
Assume that the generator m with capacity T m is lost. Smart controls I and II enable the remaining generators to provide their full back-up power capacities. As a consequence, we can predict that a blackout happens if the total back-up power P i6 ¼m T b;i cannot match the lost capacity, i.e., if P i6 ¼m T b;i < T m . Furthermore, smart control II allows the remaining generators to provide power with nearly the same ratio (r% ¼ r i % % r j %, for i 6 ¼ j) as their back-up power capacities, T b;i . This means that T m ¼ P i6 ¼m r i %T b;i % r% P i6 ¼m T b;i , i.e., the utilisation ratio of the back-up power capacity for every remaining generator can be approximately obtained by
Thus, we can predict, without numerical simulation, how much power is finally provided by each remaining generator by changing Eq. (12) to
where T b;i can be calculated from Eq. (9) with known g varying from 0.17 to 0.25 for another case. At t ¼ 20 s, we lose generator 1. We record the numerical output power of the remaining generators after the system is restored. Table III demonstrates the values of d i in the simulations. All the values of d i are small, which means that our prediction is effective.
The significance of developing this predicting method is that engineers can now be aware of the weak parts of the system before a cascading failure happens by predicting whether a generator will overload or not during a system fault. Thus, preventive actions, such as adding new energy storages or reallocating the power supplied among different power plants, can be applied with a clear target in order to enhance the stability of the power systems. With the increasing size of the modern power grids, such a targeted preventive action will greatly save the labour and economic cost than healing the power grids from a whole system level.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the mechanism that creates blackouts in a realistic model for the power grid due to a loss of synchronisation among the generators. Based on this study, we provided two smart control strategies which require less backup power for the generators to avoid the onset of a blackout. One of the smart control strategies was used for the traditional power systems, in which the control of a generator is only based on its own state; the other control was designed for the smart grids, in which the control of a generator considers the state of other generators. For the latter control strategy, the behaviour of the controlled power system allowed us to predict the power energy that the remaining generators needed, to prevent a blackout from happening due to a major failure caused by one generator. Our control strategies demonstrate the active influence of the distributed fast-response storage systems in smart grids.
For simplicity, we applied our control methods on the nodes representing generators in the model described by Eq. (3). However, we note that the smart control methods, incorporated in Eqs. (11) and (13), can also be applied to other nodes, such as the nodes representing the DC sources described in Eq. (2), provided that these nodes possess fastresponse back-up power devices. This extension is of great significance in applications, because it means that the renewable energy systems, such as wind farms and solar farms, could also be dealt with the control scheme. Thus, our methods greatly contribute to the design of the control scheme on a system level for the future smart grids where renewable sources are increasingly integrated. We considered the IEEE 39 bus system as a practical topology for numerical simulations in this work, instead of an abstract topological model of the power grids, such as small world networks or random networks. Noticing that our control methods are applied to the fast-response energy storage systems in the power grids, regardless of the topologies of the networks, we can safely conclude that our control scheme is applicable to the fast-response energy storage devices located anywhere in a connected power grid possessing an arbitrary topology.
In conclusion, our work contributes for the understanding of power grids by studying a more practical model, also helps engineers to improve the robustness and economic aspects of power grids by applying the smart control strategies. 
APPENDIX: THE IEEE 39 BUS SYSTEM
The topology of the IEEE 39 bus system is shown in Fig. 5 . We treat every bus as a node; thus, there are 39 nodes in this system including 10 generators, 17 consumers occupying separated nodes, 2 consumers sharing nodes with generators (buses 31 and 39), and 12 junction nodes. This power grid can be reduced to a 27 node network by eliminating the 12 junction nodes through Kron reduction. In our analysis, we use N 0 ¼ 39 and N ¼ 27 to represent the total number of nodes in the original network and in the reduced network, respectively.
Tables IV and V illustrate the data for buses and transmission lines, respectively. Reference 41 provides a power flow study result for the IEEE 39 bus system, which contains all the original data, except for the damping coefficient D and the control parameter K, for our numerical experiments. We set D i ¼ 2; 8i 2 I GL ; D i ¼ 3; 8i 2 I DL . Let K i ¼ 1; 8i 2 I GL for the numerical experiments without smart control strategy (SCS) and with SCS I, and K i ¼ 0:01; 8i 2 I GL for the numerical experiments with SCS II, since generators become more sensitive to the frequency change with SCS II and the numerical experiments cannot get a convergent result with K¼1. The normalised inertia can be calculated
, where f n ¼ 50Hz or 60Hz is the natural frequency of power systems. P 
L;i ¼ 43:71 6 ¼ 0, where 43.71 indicates the total power loss in the transmission lines. In order to construct a reduced network (27 nodes) without power loss in the transmission line, we let P G;i ¼ P 0
27 % 1:6189. This means that the 27 nodes in the reduced network equally share the power loss in the transmission lines, such that We neglect the reactances of all generators and the transformer tapping when we calculate the coupling strengths, although they are provided in Ref. 41 , because this omission does not affect the results of our numerical experiments, but greatly simplifies the experiments. Thus, the coupling strengths can be calculated by the following steps: (i) using the data in Table IV 
